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Eddington’s ideas



Invariants and interpretation



Einstein in Berlin

The first
paper





First paper – exposition of ideas





The Weyl - Einstein connection



The second paper



The second paper (`no details for clarity’)



The third (final) original paper







Spherical reduction:

E-W model in D=4

Weyl  - transformed Lagrangian



The most important eqs. are the CONSTRAINTS

that can be solved if  the second term vanishes



Other EOM in the LC metric

`No spin zero’ condition in D=4

(Ludwig Lorenz condition)







The solutions are the power series
expansions convergent near the horizons



Naïve cosmological reduction
(to be corrected below!)



Consistency of the reduction for the vecton



Let us make the above statements more precise
(Corrections to the standard approach)



For the SCALAR matter



Reduction of the vecton equations  -
additional conditions



Temporal  notation

General E-W plus scalar Lagrangian

Constraint



Equations of motion



Approximate (model) Lagrangian
for the E-W cosmology

ONLY  MODEL!!
Not giving exact solution for D=4





Then we have two equations

and the constraint

that are easy to solve in
the   asymptotic region



etc. etc. etc.





In this approximation

A  SPECIAL
SOLUTION
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The system of recurrence relations





Problems:
A detailed description of inflation requires
adding matter and solving our equations
beyond the asymptotic regions (in the
positive asymptotic region there are
problems definitely requiring matter).
It is easy to add some scalar matter but a
realistic theory with matter is a problem.
In principle the E-W model contains some
inflation mechanism (at least, is compatible
with inflation: non-isotropic?).



Vecton dark matter can be produced
in strong gravitational fields.

Quantum gravity is necessary!

Possibly,    so produced dark matter can

influence inflation?

Anyway,  inflation and dark matter
are crucial things to study and test
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